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COACT Overview 
 

This overview is prepared so as to assist COACT in assessing and assisting me in 
the present circumstances. As such, by providing a succinct snapshot (with some 
links to assist further due diligence) of the skill sets, experience, current efforts, 
initiatives, studies, opportunities as well as the current challenges and risks involved.  

Izak Labuschagne 
Strategic details 

DOB - 18/08/59 – age 64,5  

White Construction card 

Blue Card (to be renewed) 

Education equivalent of year 12 

Hon. Dr. Eccl law (HNBC -RSA) 

Currently doing Cert III in Entrepreneurship and new Business Through ITFE (Into 
Work) (Note: - Please Right Click to follow underlined links in blue and then just click 
on `open hyperlink`)  

Health  
1. Debilitating Chronic Fatigue Syndrome CFS1. 
2. 4,5-month treatment period commencing in 2 weeks time2.  
3. Able to generate extra income during condition upcycles with handyman 

work, consultations, entertainment, work on initiatives. 

Income / Work opportunities  
1. Several initiatives are on the go. 
2. Other income opportunities exist in a new partnership3, sale of company4,  
3. Consultation work or contract as described under the heading titled Best 

use of skill set. 
4. Current work at accommodation pending completion.5 

Suitable Job types 
Would need to be time-flexible due to the current medical condition – See heading 
titled Health below for further details. 

 
1 See attached certificates by Dr. Koleski and heading titled Health  
2 See attached prescriptions, pathology laboratory report, reports by Dr, Jadin  
3 Bankable documents developed with the help of the SEA program. 
4 See http://www.mobidoor.com.au/ with incorporation and bankable documents assisted by the NEIS 
program.  
5 Approved by Body Corporate of Camron Lodge in Clinton. 
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Employer Sensitivities 
1. Not suitable6 for employers that are sensitive to previous and current activities 

of a Commission of Inquiry at http://izak.co.za/Notices.htm. 
2. Not suitable for employees obsessed with the regulation dystopia described 

as obsessive-compulsive regulation disorder.7 

Experience 

Military  

All commodities stock verification and storage including ammunition fuel and LP gas 
– adjutant to OC – Housing allocation8. 

Project development and management RSA  

Land reform 
Several projects such as detailed at www.izak.co.za,9  -   

(Note: - Please Right Click to follow underline links in blue and click on open 
hyperlink)  

Maritime  

1. Port Sail Charters  
2. Venture II refit  

 

Legal Activism, 37 cases won  

 
6 I have previously been rejected because the majority members of a board of directors were 
members of a secret society investigated by the Commission of Inquiry that I headed and another 
company that complained that disclosure should have been made about `potential assassination 
attempts and risks to fellow employees` because of my record of having investigated National and 
Military Intelligence Services. This was considered to be a somewhat hysterical response by some 
employment advisors.  
7 See heading titled Levels of resilience - record of past and recent traumas experienced and 
levels of pivotal management. Levels of resilience - record of past and recent traumas 
experienced andas well as the descriptions under the headings marked Obsessive Compulsive 
regulation Disorder and Health sabotaged by OCRD in the web page at  https://izaklab.weebly.com/ 
Please note that this situation has been analyse by Perplexity Ai as appears under the heading OCRD 
and legal recourse - preliminary R&D 
8 Details can be found under the Linkedin profile at https://www.linkedin.com/in/izak-labuschagne-
12550818/  
9 Example of a project  http://izak.co.za/GDP%20Web%20Page/index.html ; Keynote address at World Bank 
Conference - https://izaklab.weebly.com/uploads/1/0/5/6/105620057/miga-keynote.pdf ; Details of presentation -
http://www.izak.co.za/Land%20Reform%20-%20Obstruction3a.pdf  
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Health 

Chronic Rickettsia –  

Recent trip to South Africa funded by a brother who wanted assistance with litigation. 
Had to resile due to serious credibility issues implicit in the litigation.  

(Please refer to Dr Jadin`s medical report, lab results and letter attached 
hereto.) 

Diagnosed with: - 
1. Rickettsia Mooseri,  
2. Endemic Typhus,  
3. Borreliosis (Lyme Disease), 
4. Mycoplasma pneumoniae, 
5. Trachomatis, 
6. Q fever, 
7. Various other markers 

Symptoms   

Debilitating Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (CFS) 

(See attached certificates of Dr. A Kolesky and Jadin)  

Patient with Debilitating CFS wake up feeling tired and fatigued and the 
condition can get worse during the day to the point of debilitation: - 

Breeding cycles of parasites and bacteria varies and typically debilitates the 
patient from 4 to six hours a day. 

Ancillary symptoms 
1. Muscle and joint pain,  
2. Fever headache,  
3. Malaise,  
4. Nausea,  
5. Vomiting,  
6. Swollen lymph nodes typical to fibromyalgia, 
7. Memory loss,  
8. Depression 

Treatment regime 

6 courses of heavy pulsive antibiotic and probiotic support treatment for seven days 
with two-week recovery periods. (see attached prescriptions). 

18 weeks (4 and a half months) all up 
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Current studies 

Certificate III in Entrepreneurship and New Business - 

BSB30220 – 

1. 6 of 10 Units resulted 
2. 32 of 69 assessments resulted.  

Progress 
 

 

Current efforts to regain former financial 
independence 
 

M&I International Distribution10 

Boomer anchors to UAE 
 

1. MOU signed with introduction agent in Abu Dhabi UAE. 
2. Distribution agreement with buyer pending. 
3. Payment pending. 

 
10 https://mandidistribution.com/  
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4. Invitation to present in Vietnam and through a diplomat to Indonesia. 
5. $ 6,000 profit split between 3 partners making $ 2,000 profit  
6. A possible second round on the RSA deal. 

Pratliperl 
 

1. R&D underway,  
2. Distribution agreement offered by big corporate in South Africa.  
3. Monetary obligations and implications of offer to be discussed at the next 

partners meeting.  

 

IRFF11 

1. Finance expected from November 2024 to March 2025 dependent on USA 
political outcomes. 

2. Vanuatu pivot 
a. Abattoir sale failed  
b. Two properties identified by our intermediary in Vanuatu. 

Handyman work 

Handyman trailer with range of tools 
1. Occasional work not ideal because the physical exertion cannot be sustained 

during down cycles. 

Bunnings assembly assistance etc. 
2. This approach is yet to be made 

Camron Lodge quote 
3. This quote was approved by the body corporate and when completed will 

generate $1, 400.00  
a. Completion should take 10 days that will need to be found in upcycles 

and good weather. 

ZAKSLAB - Entertainment12 

4. Gig planned with landlord for the end of March 2024 
a. This will require rehearsals for the new repertoire 

 

 

 

 

 
11 https://irff.online/  
12 https://zakslab.weebly.com/  
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Current focus and priorities 
 

Camron lodge quote completion  
– immediate income relief – will assist in repayments of loans for medicine and tests. 

M&I  
– income in a months’ time or thereabouts as detailed previously about $ 2,000.00 

Start medication 
6 courses of seven days with two-week recovery 4,5 months 

This will make manual work all but impossible for that period 

 

Focus 

The idea is to focus on developing M&I and Pratliperl if the substantial R&D required 
for the latter justifies it. 

Pratliperl  
Could provide contingent income if large clients can be obtained such as some of the 
main concrete and cement manufacturers. To succeed in this substantive R&D 
needs to be conducted to determine cost / benefit ratio`s following enhanced 
regulatory provisions to manage recent concerns about bushfires and lithium battery 
fires.  

Mozelli 
Was offered to be a representative for this mini module nuclear plant company in 
South Africa. Whilst at first writing it off as highly unlikely for Australia, the fact that 
Peter Dutton is now pushing had for such plants I shall sign their agreement with the 
partners in M&I. 

IRFF long term 
A very substantial amount of work has been done on this initiative See 
www.irff.online. More work is needed to pivot the initiative properly for the newly 
identified Vanuatu properties. 

 

Best use of skill set 
 

A salaried position requiring consultation work for companies wanting to: - 

1. Expand to South Africa or  
2. Existing companies experiencing legal issues over there or  
3. Someone or some entity wanting to do work in the land reform and 

agricultural sector in RSA or Oceania. 
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Levels of resilience - record of past and recent 
traumas experienced and levels of pivotal 
management. 
 

1. 1978 – 1980 SWA / Angola boarder war – exposure of corruption persecutive 
Court Martial -found not guilty - pivot - made adjutant. 

2. 1980 – father`s assassination. – pivot – exposure through e-book13  
3. Family member assault due to estate feud – acquired effective martial arts 

training from 4th Dan Deena Naidu14 from Go Ju Kai RSA and Jui Jitsu from 
Prof Jack Robinson. 

4. Deprivation of University access by family feud 1981 – continued Go Ju study 
Japan 1982 from 10th dan G Yamaguchi and son Gosen (ex VP of Japan 
Airlines) See education under Linkedin15 profile  

5. 1987 financial markets crash – reshuffled RSA assets, acquired charter yacht 
formed Port Sail Close Corporation.16  

6. 1987 - Divorce 1987.  
7. 1993 to 2001 - Legal onslaught by Freemasons in Durban.17 – wrote 

comparative book on Freemasons and the Bible and their influence on the 
courts and world affairs see http://www.izak.co.za/Freemason&Bible.pdf  

8. 1993 Yacht beaching. Accused of mass murder by port police in Maputo – 
rescued and vindicated by South African Trade Mission and Australian 
Ambassador / High Commissioner (John Fielding).  

9. 1994 – 2001 Salvage case, cases by Anglo America, Standard Bank (3).18 – 
obtained leave to set up Commission of inquiry19, litigated in person, won all 
cases after 7 years. Acted as Chairman of political Party ACDP`s Guardian 
Committee, intervened in BAM V ACDP20 also in Constitutional case 
C42/9621; Was awarded Honorary doctorate in Ecclesiastical law22 by group of 
Theological colleges based on court arguments published as paper at 
Education Edu 23, did lecture tours, Intervened in the ex-Bulgarian Countess 
Tangle case, came under NI sniper fire, spent 8 months in the NC desert – 
released Commission MI report24 Was asked to moderate NC Paprika and 
Green Dessert projects. Exposed corruption again – intervened in Land 
reform cases, Correspondence with president’s office25 created GDP project, 

 
13 https://www.academia.edu/43707857/Is_Freemasonry_compatable_with_the_Bible  
14 https://www.facebook.com/www.nkainternational.org  
15 https://www.linkedin.com/in/izak-labuschagne-12550818/details/education/  
16 Port Sail Charters - http://izak.co.za/sw%20web/index.html  
17 Letter from chairman of Judicial Services Commission Senator Mchunu to the Minister of justice -
https://www.izak.co.za//Mchunu.pdf ;   
18 Letter to Judge President naming judges and corruption https://www.izak.co.za/JUDEPR~1.htm  
19 Commission of Inquiry public notices http://izak.co.za/Notices.htm  
20 ACDP V Sen Dr. T BAM Case no Recusal Judge Cloete (media report) Before Judge Levison with 
QC Mendelow Adjourned sine die after argument on evolution as point in limine raised by intervening 
applicant. Judge ordered stenographer to stop recording. Story related in e-book at 
http://www.izak.co.za/Evolution%20short.pdf  
21 Constitutional Court C42/96 Sudden demise of Bishop Maherry Dismissed without hearing despite 
petition of 1,2 mil people and delivery of application by 10,000 strong marches with brass bands etc. 
Book Ubuntu features the case and petitions at http://www.izak.co.za/ubuntupdf.pdf  
22 See education heading under https://www.linkedin.com/in/izak-labuschagne-12550818/  
23 https://www.academia.edu/41830109/Constitutional_Court_Arguments  
24 http://izak.co.za/MI3AMSWa.htm  
25 https://www.izak.co.za//President-letters.pdf  
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Addressed World Bank conference as keynote speaker, wrote book on Land 
reform in SA see relevant tags at www.izak.co.za  

10. 2012 Divorce. 
11. 2015 - Richards Bay Noise control cases (numerous – 10 respondents, police 

corruption – police escorts)26 – sleep deprivation Police corruption – created 
FB Noise Nuisance Control page27 – published paper28 through education 
Edu. 

12. 2016 Reconditioned yacht engine failure `en route to Cape Town - Mossel Bay 
SAMSA onslaught – representation to Minister, SAMSA subjected to 
protection orders, Vindicated by SAMSA Cape Town. 

13. 2018 - Loss of Port Sail Charters, charter yacht and all financial independence 
2018 following acrimonious divorce. Relocation to Australia to re-enter 
financial market and regain financial independence based on renewal of 
previous certification etc. 

14. ASICS`s unwillingness of certificate renewal unless MBA at $45k and 2 years. 
– pivoted to Nautical skills. Got offer to manage new world heritage site Island 
off the Australian coast provisional on AMSA conversion of SAMSA 
certification.  

15. AMSA`s unwillingness to convert SAMSA to Master 24 equivalent unless $10k 
spent on redoing all already certified courses, 10 months full time and 
generation of new log book through Australian sea time. – pivot - Worked as 
labourer on yachts then as contract worker at RSPCA Cairns, Saw operator at 
Tonkin Steel, then RSPCA Towoomba. Created Accommodation Care with 
Graeme Sawers.29  

16. COVID 19 lock downs destroy RSPCA and other lucrative business 
opportunities. Pivot – Move to Gladstone start Mobidoor30 through NEIS.  

17. Zuma riots31 destroy investor for Mobidoor Pty Ltd. – Pivot to Heron Island job 
as Handyman and resident musician.  

18. Banning of medication by TGA worsened condition significantly - scuttled 
Heron Island Job as resident musician and handyman. Pivot – Move to farm 
at Miriam Vale. Start Actio Popularis initiative, Control Group Blood Bank and 
IRFF initiatives. Invited to address Freedom rallies and voluntarily assist with 
political campaigns. Move back to Gladstone. Collaborate with current 
landlord in respect of his business, Work on Units and Gigs. Assisted refit of 
Neil Golding`s yacht. Collaborate with friend to refit and flip his fishing vessel 
– gave rise to the idea of M&I International Distribution. Engage funding 
partner through JV pitch. 

19. Media announcement by Police Commissioner re domestic terrorism following 
Trains case and supposed suicide of Morrison in Warwick. – Pivot – meetings 
with local police chief, R&D with legal resources and production of draft 117-
page litigation32 featured under pivoted IRFF initiative33 at new domain and 
new 112-page strategic overview and financials34. 

 
26 Actual court orders -
https://izaklab.weebly.com/uploads/1/0/5/6/105620057/noise_control_orders_2014.pdf  
27 https://www.facebook.com/NoiseNuisanceControl  
28 https://www.academia.edu/112724406/Noise_Nuisance_QLD_Gladstone  
29 See Overview at https://izaklab.weebly.com/ and Linkedin heading Experience at 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/izak-labuschagne-12550818/details/experience/  
30 Developed full business Plan and financials and web page etc. http://www.mobidoor.com.au/  
31 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2021_South_African_unrest  
32 https://irff.online/APFiles/R&DforHighCourtApplication.pdf  
33 https://irff.online/  
34 https://irff.online/Files/irff_bus_plan_10-23.pdf  
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20. BEE demands35 scuttle M&I efforts in RSA. Pivot – Focus on UAE and USA. 
21. New gender-based legislation in VIC and NSW deter most Mobidoor 

investors. Pivot – sell company to local young entrepreneur. 
22. Shocking revelations of brother`s shocking lack of credibility in his business 

dealings. – Pivot – abandon involvement in that litigation and collaborate with 
IT expert Kevin Kennard and Electrical contractor Adrian Pieterse. 

23. Contract breach of SEA on recent business trip. Caused serious trauma. Pivot 
– collaborate with Adrian Pieterse and secure Pratliperl Distribution rights. 

24. Near death experience (Suffocation) with flue Dec/Jan 2023. – Pivot - Move 
back to Centrelink from SEA. Obtain funding for medication, order, 
Collaborate with Bob Webber from Vanuatu re pivoting IRFF to new 
properties.  

25. A disturbing encounter with Job seeker employee who not only appeared to 
be completely ignorant of my past and present circumstances but was 
dismissive and demeaning of any reference to my efforts to date. This was 
followed by some unexpected and previously not discussed changes to my 
obligations. Non recognition of surplus points earned during the previous 
period and the removal of credits for the approved studies that I am currently 
busy with. The ignoring of my correspondence by someone I had spent 
considerable time to keep fully briefed and built up what I thought was a very 
good business relationship with, also has not helped. – Pivot – (1) This 
submission and the R&D on (2) possible litigation as this kind of abuse has 
been polled amongst many of my friends and acquaintances, (some in very 
senior positions in the legal profession), and all agree that it has gone on for 
far too long and needs to be adjusted or reigned in with an appropriate order 
of court that will provide legal machinery for the truncation of the current 
abuse etc.  (3) Assist the COACT management on developing remedial 
training to prevent a recurrence of the abuse implicit herein. (4) Ignore, object 
and curtail when it next occurs and spend energies on positive development. 

26. Targeted in various ways such as emails being blocked in several 
organisations, acvtive NI surveillance and exposure to excessive EMF levels36 
for submissions under the proposed Non-discrimination Act 2024, the winning 
of the Mandate case that I assisted in and involvement in several class 
actions around mandates etc. 

Current state of mind 

Frustrated, disappointed, sometimes depressed but upbeat and confident that one of 
the initiatives will start producing good income or that I can be placed in a lucrative 
consultation position with flexible hours.  

That is if I am given the chance to undergo the treatment to restore my health to the 
point where I can do a full day`s work and provided I am not needlessly distracted by 
having to generate interim income to cover my existing small budget.  

Should the abuse inherent in the state`s recalcitrance in recognising my past 
achievements and qualifications and thereby sabotaging my chances of regaining 

 
35 https://www.linkedin.com/posts/izak-labuschagne-12550818_mi-has-run-into-the-same-problem-in-
rsa-activity-7120732697756405760-lCGi?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop  
36 Measured by dedicated EMF measuring devices and revealing Tesla levels exceeding health safety 
limits by up to 3 times during the hours between 02h15 to 03h30 on so many occasions that I now 
sleep on the couch on the ground floor instead of the bedroom on the first floor of the unit I rent.  
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my financial independence from the state itself37, then the prospect of litigating for 
damages certainly provides hope of some sort of redress of wrongs, vindication and 
financial compensation.  

Most likely just to ignore the abuse (whilst developing ways to curtail it as it occurs 
through objection, cross examination and compassionate instruction) and rather 
spend my energies on positive development and recovery 

(See heading marked OCRD and legal recourse - preliminary  below. 

Assistance needed from COACT NOW 
 

1. Re ASIC balance. - was a waiver negotiated or should I do that direct with 
them? See last letter to Dominique. 

2. RE tax returns - any chance of getting someone to help me render them. 
Been deducting tax from payments so it should not be much of a problem. 
Have an accountant but cannot afford them right now. 

3. RE Centrelink review - Did a FOI app - they are trying to doge saying who did 
it. 2 appeal processes yet to go. 

4. Re non-discrimination Act submission - Can this be regarded as learning or 
community work? 

5. Two class actions entered – National Intelligence surveillance expected  live 
right now. Community work?  

6. Anti-terrorism case - Same as above. 
7. The Motel deal fell through. 
8. Vanuatu - 3 in race for USA elections now, so there is a good chance that the 

trust pays soon after November ,then I will have no need for any further 
assistance of course.  

9. Vietnam are interested in the Boomer anchors and want to set up an interview 
or presentation. 

10. Same with Indonesia, I have a friend who is a diplomat trying to arrange that 
Boom - As a result there may be some income from the business SEA 
assisted with.  

11. Identify consulting work or contract for an Aus/RSA corporate or 
salaried position that can accommodate irregular working hours.  

12. Convince the medical authorities that Lyme disease, rickettsia DCFS exist. - 
There are several research foundations that would assist such as the 
McManus Foundation. 

a. An assessment by a Judaeo Christian cantered sociologist around the 
Perplexity AI generated response described in the heading OCRD AI 
response below. 

b. Assistance from Legal Aid Queensland as well as ancillary 
organisations and in perusing the litigation. 

 

 

 
37 This could arguably be interpreted as collusive in law 
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Legal research and Development 
OCRD and legal recourse - preliminary R&D 

Question 1 

Given that when a state has such an obsession with its own regulations that it 
does not recognise the achievements and certifications held by persons from 
other (outside) states, and that such behaviour might most likely cause 
resentment in such affected individuals. (1) How would you, as one of those 
affected individuals, describe the subsequent state`s abuse in social, legal and 
political terms? (2) What medical and psychotic condition such as for example 
Obsessive Compulsive Regulation Disorder (OCRD) would you ascribe to the 
state. Moreover, (3) what medical and psychological condition would you 
scribed to the affected individual in not wanting to interact with individuals 
and corporations that manifest OCRD? 

 Perplexity AI response to question on state`s OCRD  
 

The situation described suggests a complex interplay between social, legal, and 
medical factors. As an affected individual, you might perceive the state's behaviour 
as a form of regulatory protectionism, leading to social and legal exclusion. In 
medical terms, while there is no formal diagnosis of "Obsessive Compulsive 
Regulation Disorder (OCRD)" in the psychological or psychiatric literature, the state's 
behaviour could be metaphorically likened to obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) 
in its inflexible adherence to regulations and reluctance to recognize external 
certifications [1][3][4]. This metaphorical comparison is not a formal diagnosis but 
rather an illustrative analogy. 

As for the affected individual's response, their reluctance to engage with entities 
manifesting OCRD-like behaviour could be seen as a natural reaction to protect 
their well-being and mental health. This response might be associated with 
increased stress, anxiety, and potential avoidance behaviours, which could be 
indicative of the impact of the state's behaviour on the affected individual's mental 
health.  

However, it's important to note that assigning a specific medical or psychological 
condition to the affected individual would require a comprehensive assessment by 
a qualified (an appropriate38) (added) mental health professional. 

 
38 Where the individual is an avid adherent to the Judaeo Christian bases of our modern civilization 
and someone who has covenanted with the redemption sacrifice by the benefactor of today`s date, 
viz. Jesus Christ, then that assessment would necessarily have to be conducted by someone of 
similar beliefs and convictions in order to eliminate any bias or discreditation of the result of the 
inquiry.  
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The individual's response could potentially be linked to stress-related disorders, 
anxiety, or trauma-related conditions, especially if they have experienced significant 
distress due to the state's behaviour [2][5]. 

In summary, while the state's behaviour may be metaphorically compared to OCD in 
its inflexible regulatory approach, it's essential to approach the medical and 
psychological impact on the affected individual with caution, as specific diagnoses 
should only be made by qualified professionals following a thorough evaluation. 

Citations: 
[1] https://store.samhsa.gov/sites/default/files/sma16-4977.pdf  
[2] https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7803079/  
[3] https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/obsessive-compulsive-
disorder/symptoms-causes/syc-20354432  
[4] https://my.clevelandclinic.org/health/diseases/9490-ocd-obsessive-compulsive-
disorder  
[5] https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4346088/  
 

Question 2  

What grounds in Australian law (especially in terms of the Human Rights Act 
2019 of Queensland) could such an affected individual have against the state? 
Not only for human rights violations, but also in respect of defamation, libel, 
calumniation and monetary compensation for trauma and financial loss etc.? 

Answer 
 

In Australian law, especially under the Human Rights Act 2019 of Queensland, an 
affected individual could seek recourse against the state for potential human rights 
violations and other legal claims. The Human Rights Act 2019 of Queensland 
protects 23 fundamental human rights and requires each arm of the government to 
act compatibly with these rights [1][3]. If an individual believes that their human rights 
have been infringed, they can make a complaint to the Queensland Human Rights 
Commission (QHRC) after lodging a complaint with the relevant public entity [1]. The 
Act provides a framework for addressing human rights issues and seeking redress 
for violations. 

In addition to human rights claims, the affected individual could potentially pursue 
legal action against the state for defamation, libel, or calumniation if they have been 
subject to false and damaging statements. As for seeking monetary compensation 
for trauma and financial loss, this would typically fall under the purview of civil 
litigation, where the affected individual could file a lawsuit against the state to seek 
damages for the harm suffered. 

It's important to note that pursuing these legal avenues would require the guidance 
of legal professionals with expertise in human rights law, defamation, and civil 
litigation. Each case is unique, and the specific grounds for legal action would 
depend on the individual circumstances and the nature of the alleged harm. 
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In summary, under the Human Rights Act 2019 of Queensland, an affected individual 
has avenues to address potential human rights violations and other legal claims 
against the state. Seeking redress for such grievances would involve following the 
procedures outlined in the Act and potentially engaging legal counsel to pursue 
defamation, libel, calumniation, and compensation claims. 

 

Citations: 
[1] https://www.legalaid.qld.gov.au/Find-legal-information/Personal-rights-and-
safety/Human-Rights-Act-2019  

[2] https://humanrights.gov.au/human-rights-act-for-australia  

[3] https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/view/pdf/inforce/current/act-2019-005  

[4] https://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdb/au/legis/qld/consol_act/hra2019148/  

[5] https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-2019-005  

 

Question 3 

What agencies (state, international, NGO`s and private) can an affected person 
approach for legal assistance in a case against the state on such grounds? 
(Especially, should the abuse inherent in the state`s recalcitrance in recognising 
such an effected person`s past achievements and qualifications and thereby 
sabotaging his or her chances of regaining my financial independence from the 
state itself (arguably manipulative and collusive), then the prospect of litigating 
for damages should certainly provide hope of some sort of redress of wrongs, 
vindication and financial compensation). 

 

Answer 
In Queensland, an affected individual seeking legal assistance in a case against the 
state on grounds of defamation, human rights violations, and financial compensation 
may approach various agencies, including state, international, non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs), and private entities. 

1. **State Agencies**: 

   - **Queensland Human Rights Commission (QHRC)**:  
The QHRC handles complaints related to human rights violations under the Human 
Rights Act 2019 of Queensland. They provide a mechanism for addressing human 
rights issues and seeking redress for violations [4]. 

   - **Legal Aid Queensland**:  
This agency provides legal assistance and support for individuals who may not be 
able to afford a lawyer. They offer services in various legal matters, including human 
rights and defamation [4]. 
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2. **International and NGO Agencies**: 

   - **Australian Human Rights Commission**:  
While not specific to Queensland, the Australian Human Rights Commission handles 
complaints related to human rights violations at the federal level. They provide 
guidance and support on human rights issues [5]. 

   - **Amnesty Interna onal Australia**:  
This NGO focuses on human rights advocacy and may provide support or guidance 
on cases involving human rights violations [2]. 

3. **Private Legal Firms**: 
   - Engaging a private legal firm with expertise in defamation, human rights law, and 
civil litigation can also be instrumental in pursuing legal action against the state for 
damages and vindication. 

It's important for the affected individual to seek legal advice from professionals with 
expertise in the relevant areas of law to understand the options available and to 
pursue the appropriate course of action. Each case is unique, and the specific 
agencies or entities approached for assistance would depend on the nature of the 
claims and the expertise required. 

Citations: 
[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Defamation  

[2] https://www.gmfus.org/sites/default/files/2023-05/Milewsa%20-%20SLAPPs%20-
%20paper.pdf  

[3] https://www.lsc.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/106197/lawyers-
emotional-distress-and-regulation.pdf  

[4] https://www.legalaid.qld.gov.au/Find-legal-information/Personal-rights-and-
safety/Human-Rights-Act-2019  

[5] https://humanrights.gov.au/human-rights-act-for-australia  

Question 4 

What are the legal remedies for defamation, libel, and calumniation in Australia 

 

Answer 
In Australia, the legal remedies for defamation, libel, and calumniation are primarily 
governed by the Defamation Act 2005. The Act provides the following remedies in an 
action for defamation: 

1. **Compensatory Damages**:  
This includes compensation for the harm suffered as a result of the defamation, such 
as damage to reputation, hurt feelings, and economic loss. 

2. **Injunction**:  
The court may grant an injunction to stop further publication of the defamatory 
statements. 
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3. **Correction or Retraction**:  
The court may order the defendant to publish a correction or retraction of the 
defamatory statements. 

 

4. **Punitive Damages**:  
In certain cases, involving flagrant disregard, the court may award punitive damages 
[1]. 

Additionally, individuals in Australia can seek legal assistance from various sources, 
including state, international, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and private 
entities. Some of these sources include: 

1. **State Agencies**: 
   - **Legal Aid Commissions**: Each state in Australia has its own Legal Aid 
Commission, which provides legal assistance and support for individuals who may 
not be able to afford a lawyer. They offer services in various legal matters, including 
defamation. 

2. **Private Legal Firms**: 
   - Engaging a private legal firm with expertise in defamation law can also be 
instrumental in pursuing legal action against defamation, libel, and calumniation. 

It's important for individuals to seek legal advice from professionals with expertise in 
defamation law to understand the specific remedies available in their situation and to 
pursue the appropriate course of action. Each case is unique, and the specific 
agencies or entities approached for assistance would depend on the nature of the 
claims and the expertise required. 

Citations: 
 

[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Defamation  

[2] https://www.legalaid.wa.gov.au/find-legal-answers/your-rights/discrimination-
harassment-and-bullying/defamation  

[3] https://www.carter-ruck.com/expertise/reputation-media-privacy/defamation/  

[4] http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/MonashULawRw/2018/17.pdf  

[5] 
https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/lc/proceduralpublications/DBAssets/wppbook/04
%20NSW%20LC%20Prac%20Ch03%20(press).pdf  

Additional Legal resources at hand 

In addition to the above I have access to an senior advocate on the Cape Town bar 
as well as a range of lawyers connected to the Actio Popularis initiative detailed at 
https://irff.online/APHome ; https://irff.online/APCollaboration and 
https://irff.online/APLinks  
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